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 Before they meet him, Jirokichi says that he is a descendant of the Japanese Imperial Family. To prove this claim, Jirokichi
shows the Conan Edogawa team their family crest: "The Japanese Imperial Family Crest". Jirokichi's airship,, is an airship
developed by Jirokichi to help him and his friends to investigate the British Museum that is said to be haunted. Jirokichi's
airship is a single-place, non-sealed monoplane airship with a rectangular gondola. It has a 1,000 hp engine, two 100 hp

propellers, a 500 lb gas tank, a 300 lb safety load and a 12 lb capacity flying ashtray. It has two passengers' cabins, one in front
and one in back. In the gondola, Jirokichi's team has a bed, kitchen, bathroom, infirmary, and a TV screen. The gondola also
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contains a navigation and communication station. The wings and tail of the airship are made of aluminium, the fabric-covered
stabilizer fins are made of mahogany, the super-elastic rubber rigging is reinforced with a steel band, the structural ribs are

coated in nylon, and the frame is built from bamboo and satinwood. To maximize its stability, the airship has extra height and
weight in the undercarriage. This increases its maneuverability and reduces the amount of lift from the props. On the inside,

there are leather seats for passengers and crew, a cigar humidor for the passengers, a flight safety manual, a communication rig,
a radio, and a water cooler. Other characters Criminal mastermind Mr. Fujisaki, the financier of the criminal syndicate, is the
antagonist of The Holmes Affair. Fujisaki, as a man of many hats, represents the multifaceted nature of Holmes' character. He

uses various disguises and aliases, depending on the situation. He is the owner of this airship, for which he is paying a price, half
a million dollars in cash. Other characters in The Holmes Affair include Toru Takayama, who runs the Japanese mob and owns
a share of the airship. The Holmes Affair includes two races: the winner of each race takes home $50,000. The money is to be

split between the winners' team. The race starts at the Old Vic 82157476af
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